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Abstract— Intelligent Transport Systems envision many ap-
plications relying only on vehicle-to-vehicle communications.
Depending on the application (road safety, driver information,
infotainment...), the requirements are different in terms of
throughput, delay and loss rate. This paper explores the
performances issues of a convoy of vehicles on the road, in
order to estimate the capacity of such linear vehicular network.
Among other results, we show that, while the loss rate is
important, it is possible to rely on the vehicular network to
relay informations issued from on-board sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Intelligent Transport Systems aim to improve infrastruc-

ture management and road experience for users. Vehicular

networks are supposed to help in designing efficient ap-

plications for the vehicles, the drivers or the passengers

(safety, info traffic, ...). As these applications are different in

their needs and constraints, they require different communi-

cations performances. For instance, emergency applications

like alerts are mainly concerned by the delay for the first

repection. The loss rate is important for applications that

regularly relay data issued from on-board sensors. Passengers

applications would require large throughput.

While network capacity can be evaluated by simulation

(eg. [11]), such studies suffer from the lack of realism.

In fact simulations differ from the road tests since low

layers, traffic road and environmental conditions are hard

to simulate. In this paper, we present results of extensive

measurement compaign evaluating loss rate, loss events,

delays and throughput in a convoy of up to seven vehicles.

B. Related works

Road tests have been related in some previous papers [9],

[8], [4], [13], [10], [15], [12].

In [9], communication between two vehicles have been

studied. The authors show that IEEE 802.11 offers enough

capacity for applications like P2P or FTP. In [4], perfor-

mances were measured using few cars connecting to WiFi

access points under typical driving conditions, while caching

was optimized to speed up IP addresses acquisition. The

authors show that this type of networks is adequate for a

variety of applications, particularly those that can tolerate

intermittent connectivity.

In [13], UDP and TCP performances were measured in

vehicles moving at different speeds that pass one or more

IEEE 802.11 access points at the roadside. The authors

discuss the interest of scattered WLAN cells by devices in

fast moving vehicles, and provide an analysis of the expected

performances.

In [10], experiments with vehicles on a rural highway

communicating with an access point have been studied. The

authors show that current protocols achieve 50% of the

overall maximal throughput. For the authors, conditions in

the vicinity of the access point are predictable, which could

be exploited to improve vehicular opportunistic access.

In [15], the performance of IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b and

802.11g devices for vehicles-to-vehicles and vehicles-to-

infrastructure are investigated. They show that the main

impact factors is the inter-vehicle distance, the line-of-

sight between sender and receiver and the adaptation rate

algorithm.

Other FOT (Field Operational Test) projects like Pre-

Drive C2X and SIM-TD prepare a large scale field trial for

vehicular communication technology [1], [2].

C. Contribution

Our study deals with the vehicular network capacity in

a convoy of vehicles. We observe on road performances,

but we also analyze them, and try to find improvements to

the given results. It relies on road tests in real conditions

using up to 7 cars. For the wireless communications, the

IEEE 802.11 standard has been used. Every communication

has been done in broadcast, at 2Mb/s. Local broadcast are

well adapted to dynamic networks because they avoid to

discover the neighbors and to exchange addresses while the

neighborhoods are unstable. Our results can be extrapolate

to other protocols and further standards (eg. 802.11p).

All our measures have been done at the application level.

For this purpose a light protocol stack has been used, and a

very simple application has been designed. This application

generates packets over a simple multi-hop protocol over UDP

over IP Measuring at the application level gives realistic

measures for end-to-end communications. Results can be

compared to the requirements of applications to be deployed

on vehicular networks.

We show that losses are important, but they can be reduced

by repeated transmissions. While the delay increases with the

number of hops and the number of retransmissions, it is still

possible to rely on the vehicle-to-vehicle communications for



real time applications relying on data produced by embedded

sensors.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the

experimental platform is presented. In Section III, road tests

scenarios are detailed, as well as the measured metrics. In

Sections IV, V, VI, results and analyzes for losses, delays

and throughputs are presented.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

A. Hardware

All our tests have been done using a platform embedded

in 5 or 7 vehicles depending on the tests. This platform

is composed by cheap equipments: PC Dell mini-9 DP118

under Ubuntu v8.04, GPS receiver BU-353-W, external USB

WiFi card Alfa AWUS036EH and D-Link roof antenna

(Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. (a): Platform used for the tests, (b): Road experiments

B. Software

This study relies on the Airplug Software Suite, that allows

to perform road-tests [7], emulation [3] and simulation [14].

For the road tests, we used the Airplug middleware, the

conditional transmissions (HOP application) [6], and a test

program generating packets and performing measures at the

reception (TST application), that we detail in the following.

Airplug is a light robust middleware for ad hoc networks,

dedicated to study dynamic networks [5], [7]. All com-

munications (either intra- or inter- vehicles) are managed

by Airplug through message passing. A message coming

from a given application can be sent to many other applica-

tions, remotely or locally. Airplug implements an addressing

scheme adapted to dynamic neighborhood: the destination of

a message is composed by two fields: an area (local to the

vehicle or the surrounding of the vehicle) and the name of

the destination application.

With Airplug, the inter-applications communications are

done in the simplest and more robust way possible, by using

the standard inputs and outputs. Applications are then simply

developed as independent processes, which enforced the

robustness. As Airplug also manages the network interfaces,

applications access the network in the same way they do to

communicate with other local applications, simply by writing

on their standard output.

Conditional transmissions is an efficient routing-like pro-

tocol, where logical conditions replace addresses [6]. A

message is sent with two conditions namely, CUP and

CFW. When a vehicle receives a message, it evaluates the

conditions. If CUP is true, it forwards the message to the

upper layer (for the receiving application). If CFW is true,

the message is forwarded to nearby cars. All sorts of logical

conditions can be used: duration, date, direction of vehicles,

geographical positions or even IP addresses. One of the

most interesting ones appears to be the trajectory correlation,

allowing to determine whether the receiving car follows

the sender or not. By dynamically evaluating conditions at

receptions, the protocol accommodates better to the dynamic

than other protocols relying on addresses (including geo-

graphical ones) because many control messages are avoided.

Conditional transmissions are implemented as an Airplug

compatible application called HOP [6], which has been

studied in Network Simulator and tested on the road. For

this paper, we use HOP in order to ensure that messages are

relayed from car to car in the convoy.

In order to measure performances in the convoy of vehi-

cles, we designed a specific Airplug compatible application

named TST. On the sending vehicle (first vehicle of the

convoy), TST generates packets of a given size, with a given

inter-packet gap (IPG). On the other vehicles, TST receives

the packets and computes some metrics (see below). For this

purpose, the TST packets include all necessary informations.

The complete architecture used for the test is drawn in

Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Architecture used for the tests

III. SCENARIOS AND METRICS

A. Scenarios

The previously described architecture has been used with

up to 7 vehicles. The measures have been taken for commu-

nications between the first car in the convoy (sender) and the

last one (receiver). The inter-vehicle distance varies between

325 m and 400 m. The speed is about 76km/h in average.

During the tests, there is no control nor estimation about

the range of the wireless antennas. However, the HOP

software allows to force the hops in order to obtain a linear

convoy and results expressed in terms of number of hops.

Without such feature, some messages may reach vehicle i+2

from vehicle i without being relayed by vehicle i+1 and the

results depends on the distance between the cars instead of

the number of hops. Both tests have been done; in this paper

we report only results depending on the number of hops.








